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DANCE ME TO THE END OF NIGHT  
 
...swept up in it all and carried away… 
 
ENTERING THE WORK’S PLOT 
 
The stage is set. The atmosphere is 
charged and full of suspense – we 
don’t know what is going to happen… 
before us a universe of potential 
stories. 
 
Mona Ryder is a master of suggested 
plots. In ‘Dance Me to the End of 
Night’, there is the suggestion of a 
ballroom, old-fashioned and elegant, 
set in a crowded room. There are 
expectations of dress and behaviour, 
people milling about and moving 
between and among each other, but 
we see only hints of characters, and 
the imposing figures are bizarre, as in 
a dreamscape. The sound of the 
hanging shells hitting each other subtly 
echoes the murmur of conversation. 
The setting is ambitious in its scope, 
with many constituents – collectively, 
this is no simple tale. It seems, too, 
that we are perpetually entering into 
the middle of the drama, never its 
beginning or end. Ryder herself says 
the installation is a ‘continuation of 
stories, lots of stories’. The work is not 
didactic, but an imaginative setting that 
insists that we as spectators interpret 
the many stories ourselves. If there is 
a real secret story here, it is well 
hidden with the peculiar insight that 
artists employ as a segue from the 
personal to the shared experience. 
 
ENTERING THE WORK’S 
LANGUAGE  
 
Where the abstract artist works with a 
visual language of colour and form, 
Mona Ryder adds objects and 
embellishments to deepen the 
aesthetic range of interpretations. The 
variety of objects selected for this 
exhibition originates from both private 
and shared symbols – spears, a 
chandelier, shoes, a hair swing, a 
money box, delicate and figurative 
embroideries. The material sensibilities 
in the work have been developed over 
the artist’s extensive career, and a 
consideration of them helps us to 
understand the language of the work. 
Leather – skin or hide – contains areas 
of wear, wrinkles and scars, scuffs and 
abrasions. Feathers – images of flight 
and sentient presences. Crutches – 
suggestive of both vulnerability and 
endurance. And so on… The 
associated meanings then take on 
different nuances as they are reworked 
and re-presented, adding richness and 
depth to Ryder’s art. 
 
Recurring materials, such as tyres and 
tubes, stockings and cords, wheels 
and crutches, have provided a 
substantial visual vocabulary, as 
observed in the ‘Mother Other Lover’ 
exhibition at Queensland Art Gallery in 
1995. Indeed, there is a retrospective 
aspect to this exhibition at MAMA, a 
survey of material interests that have 
been part of Ryder’s oeuvre from the 
beginning of her practice. She has 
been using shells since the 1980s, and 
painting and stitching always. Fibre 
and hair, botanical motifs and shoes 
have figured highly in her work. The 
scale of individual works has changed; 
smaller elements, with their ability to fit 
into containers, assist the ease of 
transport. However, practicality has not 
affected the impact of her aesthetics, 
as she manages to indicate the 
majestic in the installation of pieces. 
She says, ‘Elements are made larger 
with softer materials … although I 
would love to carve still'. There is an 
appreciation of the humble and hand-
made as well. As she comments, ‘The 
embroidery has a sense of intimacy. 
You have to go up to them to really 
see them'. 
 
The embellishments to each piece that 
Ryder makes are suggestive of the 
inner life of the material object, and the 
effect is to add more layers of meaning 
to each. For example, the amazing 
suggestion that an electrical cord 
powers each set of shoes, recharging 
us, and that the itinerant wheels zoom 
us along, even against our will, 
perhaps powered by some other 
influence: ‘we’re all plugged in really, 
to all sorts of machines.’ Hair protrudes 
in abundance from some of the shoes 
and mussel shells from others. These 
are strange aberrations, mutant 
throwbacks to a more primitive self 
perhaps, or amusing bookends of the 
coifs that accompany each pair to the 
ball. Stilettos that have flaming sharp 
toes have feathery wings at their heels, 
suggesting the inner duality (duplicity?) 
of anyone who would wear such 
pumps. And so each treatment, each 
set of extrapolations, adds detail to the 
story of this crowd before us. Each part 
of the work is fascinating in its own 
right and it is rewarding to dwell on the 
smaller conversations in the exhibition.  
 
Ryder’s working methods, embedded 
in their creation, inspire a way of 
looking and understanding her art that 
is as intriguing a process as the 
outcome. The works themselves 
evolve as each part comes into being 
and other possibilities are construed 
and fabricated around them. Dozens of 
tyres become an invertebrate, one 
invertebrate becomes six, six become 
ten, then a dozen. The cast becomes 
an imposing group. They crowd 
together, then spread out to engulf the 
space of the studio. They then take an 
almost regimental stance, reminiscent 
of an elaborate Victorian progressive 
line dance. Each creative hypothesis 
has its own references and meanings 
that are revealed by considering the 
detail. 
 
ENTERING THE WORK’S UNIVERSE 
 
If the individual works are quiet 
conversations within this crowded 
ballroom, the drama of the main circle 
is cacophonous. A little plea comes 
from the frilled edges of one tall and 
elegant work, ‘can you hear me?’ The 
amazing invertebrates dominate the 
space and the narrative. An 
otherworldly presence, dreadful, 
diverting and playful, they compel us to 
enter the narrative by sheer physical 
proximity. There is an aquatic sense in 
the work, with everything hanging and 
fluid, not to mention the abundance of 
mussel shells that decorate or encrust, 
or even seem to breed in the odd pair 
of shoes. The mussel shells in 
themselves are beautiful things, worth 
contemplating, and becoming 
reinvested as they form various parts 
of the sculptures. The chandelier is 
reminiscent of a level of opulence, 
which the mussels, with their 
opalescent interiors, cleverly reinforce.  
The humble shells also represent the 
personal interaction with someone, 
‘where they come from, sharing a 
meal’ – there is a sense of ritual here. 
The sheer profusion of them may even 
be an oblique reference to the midden. 
Ryder also likens them to memories – 
the way they grow and cluster in a 
habitat. The sense of ritual is 
everywhere. The ceremonial spears 
have been given over for the night, but 
hang within reach on the wall. The 
ritual positions have been taken, and 
the attendant guests are assembled, 
shifting around.  
 
The shoes are vintage; only one pair 
has been owned by someone Ryder 
knows personally, but the sense of 
acquaintance is still there. Each pair 
has been worn and used, still has the 
feeling of a person and still possesses 
aspects of their character, their flesh 
memory. Most are individuals, but 
there is among the sets of feet a 
husband and wife, with the bridal 
bouquet still blooming from her insoles. 
The impression of latent action is 
made more dynamic by the addition of 
wheels and cords, the suggestion that 
the guests are in the process of 
recharging, then back into the dance. 
In Ryder’s lexicon of double-speak, the 
dance is any number of sets of moves, 
actions and interactions. ‘My work from 
the beginning has been about people 
interacting with each other – social 
issues and environments'. 
 
The money box represents faith and 
belief and comes partly from Ryder’s 
experiences during her 2014 residency 
in Rome, going into dozens of 
churches, putting money into the box, 
taking a candle to light for one’s loved 
ones or for one’s self, or receiving a 
bottle of holy water…  the private acts 
of faith and hope. ‘It’s a bit like Alice [in 
Wonderland]', she says, 'that drinking 
from the bottle will make you smaller or 
larger… it will happen if you believe 
hard enough…’ The nostalgic sense of 
anticipation and potential in a ballroom 
is one that most of us can recall. We 
may not come away with a personal 
adventure, but we can imagine the 
entanglements that we witness. 
 
DANCE ME TO THE END OF 
NIGHT… 
 
There is nothing more fascinating than 
to watch others dancing. The 
complexity of ‘Dance Me to the End of 
Night’ is not unlike the complex 
conventions that society has designed 
and in which we willingly or otherwise 
participate, but it has the advantage of 
allowing us to perceive such occasions 
with curiosity and humour. We can 
delight in the unusual mixture of object 
and effect, come close up for an 
intimate view of delicate testimonials, 
and move back for a sense of the 
bigger picture and its challenges to our 
comprehension. If you have worked 
out this ballroom, then you have 
probably worked out life itself. 
Bittersweet, we see our own faux pas 
and humanity, and as Mr Bennett in 
Austen's 'Pride and Prejudice' reminds 
us, ‘What do we live for, but to make 
sport for our neighbours, and laugh at 
them in our turn.’ 
 
Mona Ryder does not believe in labels 
for art or artists, and has proven that 
her creative vision works uniquely and 
independently of such things in any 
case. Her work is hard to categorise, 
but it is wonderfully coherent. I have 
described it as a visual dialect, made 
up of individual elements that can be 
rearranged and, when positioned 
differently, reveal new meanings and 
nuances. The capacity of Mona 
Ryder’s art to suggest situations and 
then let us discover the finales is 
remarkable, all the while giving us 
such great entertainment along the 
way.  
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